WME BOOKS RELEASES DISCOVERING YOUR INNER
SAMURAI, A NEW BOOK FOR WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
ROCHESTER, NY (November 7, 2007): On November 1st, WME Books announced its
latest book release, Discovering Your Inner Samurai: The Entrepreneurial Woman’s Journey to
Business Success. The author is Dr. Susan L. Reid, a professional consultant who has spent more
than twenty years helping women entrepreneurs to be victorious in their business and life
endeavors.
Discovering Your Inner Samurai teaches women how to uncover
the talents and skills needed to make them a winner at business
success. “My book demonstrates how you, too, can instantly
access your inner guidance system for success,” Reid says. “It’s
what I call your ‘Inner Samurai’.”
In her book, Reid shares her experience of working with people
focused on making a difference in their lives and in the world
around them. She teaches readers to have confidence in their
knowledge and use their intuition to help guide them along the
path to success.
“This book is bursting with the kind of inspiration entrepreneurs
search for, day after day,” says Jordan Adler, a nationally
recognized Network Marketing Entrepreneur.
Engaging! Enlightening! Empowering! Proclaims Carol Cleveland, a PhD at Transition
Dynamics Enterprises and author of Your Dream Career for Dummies. “Susan’s delightful real
life stories illustrate how just a slight shift in how you see yourself, your business, and your life
can catapult you into a new level of success.”
More information about Discovering Your Inner Samurai can be found at the WME Books
Bookstore on this website.

“This new hard cover edition is a beautiful publication,” states Yvonne Divita, President of
WME. “And its release is just in time for the holidays. It makes a wonderful gift for relatives and
friends.”

This is the first book that WME Books has produced in a hard cover version. “The sales and
excitement generated by the soft cover certainly justified a hard cover edition,” says Tom Collins,
VP of Production. “We think it looks terrific.”
The hard cover price of God Spare Life is $29.95 (plus S&H) and is available from the WME
Books Website bookstore.

